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Presentation Notes
Welcome welcome welcome. Housekeeping:New format, new focus on making this less of a report of progress, and more of an engagement with the work itselfFeedback on new format welcome at end



Today’s Presentation
Intake digital service 
• Scope
• Product Increment Roadmap
• Agile Process

Research
• Discovery
• Workflow & Product roadmap

Design
• Upcoming functionality
• Visual design

Usability Testing
• What it is?
• Testing summary to date

Demonstrations
• Snapshot
• Hotline



Intro



The Scope of Intake

Investigation

Emergency Response

Hotline
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The scope of the Intake Module covers two key areas: Hotline and Investigations.As we begin this journey together over the next two days, we will make a plan for releasing technology in a very purposeful way.  In a way that aids in the overall mission to assist child welfare agencies in CA to provide safety, permanency and well being for all children who encounter the child welfare system in CA.Each of you plays a key role in this mission.  Your role is critical to the success of this project. 
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We are here

• Minimum Viable Product (MVP) is the 
smallest increment of business parity 
for a complete workflow

PI Roadmap



CHILD WELFARE HISTORY 
SNAPSHOT

MVP OF HOTLINE

CONTACTS

INTERFACES
• Smarty Streets

MVP OF INVESTIGATIONS
• Disposition
• Outcomes

MVP+ OF HOTLINE 

SUPERVISOR REVIEW

INTERFACES
• SDM Tool

PI-5

The present and future

• Minimum Viable Product (MVP)
• Structured Decision Making (SDM)

We are here

PI-6

MVP+ OF INVESTIGATIONS

POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENTS
• Genogram of relationships
• Timeline of child welfare history
• Improved search accuracy
• Duplicate reduction
• Criminal history integration
• Mental health integration
• Equitable workload distribution
• etc

PI-4
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Agile Process

Research & Discovery

Design & Prototyping

Develop code

Testing: users and code QA

Legend

Iterate…

Iterate…

Iterate…



What do our users 
need?

Research & Discovery

Design & Prototyping

Develop code

Testing: users and code QA



Putting the user at the center of our design... 

...means better outcomes for children.

Why user research?

Supporting actual workflow More conscientious social work

Spending less time on the 
computer More time spent with children

Seeing better, more relevant 
information

Better decisions made for child safety
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.... we can deliver better outcomes for children.So let’s talk about how user research helps us do put the user at the center of our design.



Discovery
Covering
• Current system and data models
• Field investigation practices
• Supervisor review and hand-offs
• New and veteran workers
• On-call, night and swing shift
• Clerical and IT personnel
• Requirements for federal 

reporting 

18 DAYS

300+
PEOPLE

500+
PAGES OF 

NOTES
Santa Cruz

Los Angeles

Fresno

Butte
Yolo

Ventura
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The team has completed a lot of research…over the course of 6 weeks, we have visited 6 counties….Talked with or shadowed 300+ people….and compiled over 500+ pages of notes. I wanted to take a moment to thank  LA, Butte, Santa Cruz, Yolo, Fresno, and Ventura for their hospitality and willingness to assist in the development of our solution



Methodology
• Shadowing and 

interviews in counties
• Policy inquiries
• Data exploration in the 

legacy system



12

• Most common pain points: Search, 
unreliable saving, researching history

Findings
Everything is click, 

click, click, click.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the most memorable takeaways from our observations. Natural environment: Comes from interviewing in contextMore hours in the office than at home - want it to feel like homeDifferences between intake worker vs. supervisor computer setupWhen you need to have many screens open you need more monitorsHow different counties used or don’t use technology in the field (saw a lot of tablets in desk drawers)It didn’t support their need (lack of connectivity or security)The paper trail - ode to a bell (yes, Ventura that means you!)
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• Most common pain points: Search, 
unreliable saving, researching history

• County commonalities and discrepancies

Findings
I created flowcharts 

for how to do 
everything
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Presentation Notes
Some of the most memorable takeaways from our observations. Natural environment: Comes from interviewing in contextMore hours in the office than at home - want it to feel like homeDifferences between intake worker vs. supervisor computer setupWhen you need to have many screens open you need more monitorsHow different counties used or don’t use technology in the field (saw a lot of tablets in desk drawers)It didn’t support their need (lack of connectivity or security)The paper trail - ode to a bell (yes, Ventura that means you!)
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• Most common pain points: Search, 
unreliable saving, researching history

• County commonalities and discrepancies
• Workarounds for missing functionality

Findings
Having a template of 
interview questions 

helped ease my mind.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the most memorable takeaways from our observations. Natural environment: Comes from interviewing in contextMore hours in the office than at home - want it to feel like homeDifferences between intake worker vs. supervisor computer setupWhen you need to have many screens open you need more monitorsHow different counties used or don’t use technology in the field (saw a lot of tablets in desk drawers)It didn’t support their need (lack of connectivity or security)The paper trail - ode to a bell (yes, Ventura that means you!)



Product Roadmap
Research gave us...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That tells us what features we need to build, to make each step of the process possible: first of these features, which are deemed the  most critical, called “minimum viable product”    The MVP represents the beginning process of iterative software development that allows for additional features to be built to enhance the user experience.    ...and then we’ll build the nice to haves in subsequent releases.  

https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0wwWoE=/


Product Roadmap

Detailed Workflow
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That tells us what features we need to build, to make each step of the process possible: first of these features, which are deemed the  most critical, called “minimum viable product”    The MVP represents the beginning process of iterative software development that allows for additional features to be built to enhance the user experience.    ...and then we’ll build the nice to haves in subsequent releases.  

https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0wwWoE=/
https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0LswKY=/


Product Roadmap
Research gave us...

Detailed Workflow

Most Common Pain 
Points
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That tells us what features we need to build, to make each step of the process possible: first of these features, which are deemed the  most critical, called “minimum viable product”    The MVP represents the beginning process of iterative software development that allows for additional features to be built to enhance the user experience.    ...and then we’ll build the nice to haves in subsequent releases.  

https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0wwWoE=/
https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0LswKY=/
https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0wwWoE=/


Product Roadmap
Research gave us...

Detailed Workflow

Most Common Pain 
Points

Features to Build
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That tells us what features we need to build, to make each step of the process possible: first of these features, which are deemed the  most critical, called “minimum viable product”    The MVP represents the beginning process of iterative software development that allows for additional features to be built to enhance the user experience.    ...and then we’ll build the nice to haves in subsequent releases.  

https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0wwWoE=/
https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0LswKY=/
https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0wwWoE=/
https://cwds.storiesonboard.com/m/cwds


How do we solve 
those needs?

Research & Discovery

Design & Prototyping

Develop code

Testing: users and code QA



Worker Dashboard



Supervisor Review
1. Supervisor receives

2. Supervisor reviews
3. Supervisor edits/comments

4. Worker revises

Accept & Assign



Visual Design
It grows!



How do we know 
it’s good?

Research & Discovery

Design & Prototyping

Develop code

Testing: users and code QA



What is usability 
testing?



● Confirms that real users can 
complete real tasks

● Finds unexpected problems
● Tests for quality of design, not 

just acceptance

What it is
● Industry standard
● Task and scenario based
● One-on-one between a 

researcher and user

What it does

Core County team trained to do usability 
testing…



2017 Usability Testing
Butte Fresno LA Santa Cruz Ventura Yolo

June Survey 22 respondents

5 participants

AP
RI

L

5 participants

M
AY

6 participants

AP
RI

L

16 participants

M
AY

May Training/Testing 12 participants

5 participants

M
AY

73Total Test 
Participants to 

date

12 participants

M
AY

12 participants

Ju
ne



2017 Usability Testing
What did we learn?

What did we do?

You mean I get to 
help design it?

Can I sign up 
for more?

• Users liked having all elements of screening on one 
scrolling page

• All users saw the red error messages and were able 
to correct them

Screening input, validation, and submission

• Users needed more clarity in the field labels

History of Involvement

• Supervisors were comfortable sending a screening back
Supervisor Review

• Revised the design of input fields
• Changed color of primary action buttons in a card
• Updated field and section labels
• Keep testing, testing testing…

Highlights

It is clean and 
simple.

I can search right here 
instead of clicking 

around so many places.

I’m getting it!



Demos

Research & Discovery

Design & Prototyping

Develop code

Testing: users and code QA



The Snapshot
Child Welfare History …at a glance



The Child Welfare History Snapshot
gives users the ability to…

…search for people across 
CWS/CMS from a single field

…see that person’s current contact 
information and demographics

…see an at-a-glance summary of 
their combined CWS history

Additional Benefits
• Reduce risk of rolling out software 

with the new infrastructure with a 
small, low-risk release

• Find and address issues early, 
based on feedback from real users 
doing real work

• Deliver value right away, without 
having to wait for the Hotline MVP

In a fraction of the time it currently takes 
to do the same work in CWS-CMS.

1

2

3

1

2
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Thank you
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